
yoshikubo ippin 
junmai daiginjyo

kato kichibee "born" 
junsui junmai daiginjo

kitagawa tomio gin 
no tsukasa junmai 
daiginjyo

kitaya daiginjyo 
ginnohitomi

$53
300ml

$58
300ml

$118
720ml

$118
720ml

Made from the highest quality of 
Yamadanishiki rice grown in the special 
region "A" from Hyogo Prefecture, 
polished to 50% of its original size 
and aged in ice-cold temperatures 
over a long period of time. Aroma 
is moderate rice, pear and lychee. 
Silky smooth with crisp acidity and 
light texture create as balanced.

Great fragrance of fruity flavor and rich sweetness. 
Good acidity thrown in for balance, With aromas of 
ripe grapes and apples. Enjoy it on its own, after 
dinner, or pair with cured ham, winter stews, and 
anything sky-high in umami.

This “Junmai Dai Ginjyo” is milled 
and brewed beautifully with the ideal 
high-quality rice. The influenza tea 
ginjyo fragrance with the light rice 
taste is merit.

Using Shuzo Kotekimai (high-grade 
rice of brewing quality) grade “Gin no 
Sato” rice directly from contracted 
farms in the local Yame, the rice is 
polished down to 50% and slowly 
fermented over a low temperature to 
produce this Dai-Ginjyo sake. While 
having a fruity aroma like a Ginjo, it is 
still light with crisp, dry flavour. For a 
Daiginjo-grade sake, it is reasonably 
priced and perfect for a casual drink.

nanbubijin 
tokubetsu junmai

$53
300ml

This is one of Nanbu Bijin’s regular 
sake, made with local Iwate Ginotome 
sake rice. This slightly dry sake can 
be served a refreshing aftertaste with 
the soft/light flavor and fine umami 
flavor. This sake was made as the 
best of best sake, which goes well 
with any meal.

$128
720ml

$138
720ml

$158
720ml

kitaya tokubetsu 
junmai premium (gb)

kato kichibee "born" gold 
muroka junmai daiginjo

This is a special Junmai-Shu which has 
the good quality of both Yamada-Nishiki 
rice and Ginn No Sato rice polished down 
to 60%. This sake is extremely soft and 
smooth. It has an exquisite mellow taste 
and fruity aroma. It is the best sake to pair 
with Japanese foods.

"Gold" has an elegant nose comprised of green apple, 
sweet rice, plum skin, and peach aromas. There is a big, 
beautiful bouquet of wild flowers, herbs and rice on the 
nose. The palate is rich and creamy, with a slight 
fruitiness that makes Born quite quaffable. Born Gold 
finishes soft and easy with a medium sweetness and 
very light, clean acidity.

hakushika goka sennenju 
junmai daiginjyo

Elegant sake with fruity in fragrance, Goka Sennenju 
has a delightfully rich body and smooth taste. 
Excellent for pairing with fine Japanese cuisine such 
as sashimi, tofu dishes, and lightly flavored sauteed 
poultry, beef and vegetables. Also excellent for fusion 
and crossover cuisine which uses such traditional 
Japanese flavors as yuzu citrus, konbu kelp, dashi 
soup stock and soy sauce.

$158
720ml

nanbubijin junmai daiginjo 
sake-mirai tenkei

Delicate and velvety textured Sake with full of fruity 
aroma, rich Umami, with an acidity light and 
refreshing finish. The label is designed by image of 
crystal of powdery snow falling down from heaven.

$188
720ml

hakkaisan junmai daiginjo 
snow (aged 3 yrs)

This sake was specially prepared for storage in the 
snow room, which we opened in 2013. It is a pure rice 
ginjo liquor aged for three years in the exclusive tank 
of the "Hakaissan Snow Room". The Uonuma region 
in Niigata Prefecture is Japan's leading heavy snowfall 
area with 2-3 m of snow. It is snow that sometimes 
becomes a nuisance for living in a snowy country 

$138
720ml

dassai 45

The gold stamp & the ultimate of sake Yatsushika. The deliciousness of rice that spreads slowly when you put it in your mouth. The original taste of 
sake rather than Ginjo incense, Junmai Daiginjo sake with a deep and full flavor. Enjoy the creation of the whole body of Mori, who has been in the 
tradition of sake Yatsuka for 150 years. Please enjoy the rich and elegant drinking, which goes well with food, like kamonabe.

yatsushika junmai daiginjo (gold)
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$188
720ml+65 9235 9419KINEX SHOPPING MALL,  11 TANJONG

KATONG ROAD, #02-21, SINGAPORE 437157

   *All prices are subject to prevailing GST & 10% service charge   *Images shown are for illustrative purposes only

Light, balanced, clean and easy drinking, 
this sake is a star. It’s wonderful for 
beginners to get into sake and fantastic 
for others to simply enjoy. There are 
wonderful fruits on the palate without 
coming off too sweet. where long and 
severe winters continue. 
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sparkling & nigori sake
ozeki hana awa ka yuzu
ozeki hana awa ka peach
ozeki hana awa ka mixed berry
rihaku dreamy clouds
nagano kikusui

$23 / bottle
$23 / bottle
$23 / bottle
$48 / bottle
$38 / bottle

ohshukubai 
ufufu orange
ufufu pure
yuzushu

$6.80 / glass
$7.80 / glass
$7.80 / glass
$7.80 / glass

$30  / bottle
$40  / bottle
$40  / bottle
$148 / bottle

beer
sapporo draft beer 
kirin beer
guinness draught  stout

$12 / glass
$12 / glass
$14 / glass

$39  / jug

sochu
iichiko (mugi) 
bakki (mugi)
nanshu denraku (imo)
sogen (wheat)
kogen

$8 / glass
$9 / glass
$9 / glass
$9 / glass
$9 / glass

$148 / bottle
$148 / bottle

whiskey & spirits
suntory highball
azabu 12 yrs malt japanese whiskey
macallan 12yrs
chives regal 12yrs
raku gin 
bombay sapphire
absolute vodka 
grey goose vodka
belvedere 

$12 / glass
$15 / glass
$18 / glass
$14 / glass
$11 / glass
$11 / glass
$11 / glass
$12 / glass
$12 / glass

$130 / bottle
$220 / bottle
$280 / bottle
$198 / bottle
$120 / bottle
$110 / bottle
$95   / bottle
$135 / bottle
$150 / bottle

umeshu & yuzu liqueur

international 
cocktail

tokyo tea
mojito
singapore sling
old fashioned
cosmopolitan
tequila sunrise
tom collins
bay breeze
lychee margarita
pina colada

 

$15
$13
$13
$13
$11
$11
$11
$11
$11
$11

mocktail

tokyo sunrise
yuzu jito
strawberry jito
sakura princess
lychee nigori 
matcha high
matcha latte
sake gari tini
nama orange chuhai
oolong high
 

$9
$9
$9
$9
$9
$9
$9
$9
$9
$9

osomatsu 
cocktail

shots & bombs
sake bomb
Shochu bomb
jager bomb
b52
jelly in the sea
fallen froggy
alien brain
tequila shot

$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5
$5

sakura shower
iced matcha latte
mango calpis 
shirley temple
fruit punch

$8
$8
$8
$8
$8

housewine
petit moulin (bordeaux) 
2016 france

petit moulin (bordeaux) 
2017 france

$108/
bottle

$108/
bottle

soft drinks & juices
ocha (hoji)
coke
coke zero
sprite
ginger ale
oolong tea
lime juice
pineapple juice
cranberry juice
mango juice
orange juice

$2.50 / freeflow
$3.50 /   can
$3.50 /   can
$3.50 /   can
$3.50 /   can
$4.50 / glass
$4.50 / glass
$4.50 / glass
$4.50 / glass
$4.50 / glass
$4.50 / glass


